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SUMMARY:  
 

ENGLISH TRANSCRIPTION 
 

(:24). K- In the past few weeks we have started a new cycle of teaching that prepare 

mankind for the final step for man understanding his own soul. As today tis the eve of 

the Christian calendar new year 2021, there are a lot of hopes for the future of mankind. 

We strive to understand and see more, to gather energies and essence of creation that 

will propel us forward to achieves more of understanding of our own potentials, our 

own development of knowledge about ourselves.  (:26). In the past months and years we 

brought everything possible together, to show energies, fields, materials, effects on 

systems that makes mankind ready for the next step. We have shown you materials, 

plasmas, collection of fields. We have shown you how to create conditions for changing 

these plasmas into effects that will convince you that there is a creation, a cycle of life 

beyond. And in this process we have gathered more and more knowledge about 

ourselves, about our souls, about how we see the next step, the next standing of the man 

in respect to his own creation. Many times in the past years, we have repetitively 

encouraged you to take chances, to understand more, to take in the totality of the 

knowledge, where mankind will become one, one with his soul, and his physicality. 

Where he will come to understand by his total life. In recent weeks we have taken 

leaping steps in trying to make sure that we understand the process of creation.  (:28). 

We understand the totality, and how everything has been to create conditions for the 

creation of new life, new soul, of understanding ones existence.  

 

During the process of the teaching over years we have spoken about the process of love 

and loving. In so many ways, we understand more, and we try to strive to understand 

more. What does it mean when we love, be it love in the physical life, or in the D of the 

soul and creation. In giving and in trying to understand the totality of what we give. 

Many KS in the past week have come to a point of trying to understand how to elevate 

their soul. But during the teachings and what we have shown in the past weeks, we have 

come to one point, how do elevate, come to understand the elevation, how do we see, 

from what we have taught, the position of the Creator. We always talk about the 

strongest give to the weakest, the weakest to give to receive from the weakest point, but 

to give from the strength, from the strongest it has.  (:30). In a way, this should have 

taught us how the Creator work. The Creator gives at the highest, at the most powerful 

level. But does the Creator take from the best and the highest of what He has created. In 

a way, the cycle of life, from learning, from the point of the Creator starts from 

humbleness, from being humble, from being so low in strength, that you will receive, 

that you can give. The system of understanding is of what is, and what has to be 

understood by all, and not in one way or another followed in the steps and gaps, into 

what it fits.  

 

In so many ways, many of you when you made these Cups, systems, pyramids since last 

week, you always look, "how do I get so I can set these systems that it can help me to 



achieve whatever, to show my soul." In reality it goes back to the point of creation, to 

the point of creation by the Creator. When you stand in-between the 4 systems or maybe 

6 as your knowledge extends, or maybe 8, and you stand in-between for your soul to 

extend, to understand, to be seen, you have to humble, humbler than what it is. This is 

what I explained.. you got to understand you create a soul of a solid, it doesn't matter 

what solid you have chosen. You might choose the soul from the D of a gold,  (:32). or 

the soul from D maybe Ca, .. the other D, or the soul of plants, could be your favorite 

flower, could be the most beautiful things you ever could see as a tree, that, that 

becomes part of your soul, part of your construction, and structure of your soul. And in 

that process you have to become lower, humbler, then those, that you could receive 

from them, that your soul could be shine, could show itself.  

 

In so many ways, mankind lives with 2 dimensions, 1 in the D of the Physicality that it 

has to be the best, biggest, the whatever is, to have the more of, and then in the D of the 

soul, that it has to be the most humblest, and lowest. And this is where the conflict 

between the STP and the STM has been, from the time of creation. To possess, and at 

the same time, in the D of the soul to be so humble that it is below. In a way, how can 

these 2 exist within each other. It has been the dilemma of the man in the cycle of life. 

This is why we created the emotion, where the difference between the 2 becomes the 

emotion. The difference in the strength and understanding of what is to give, and what 

is to receive become what we call the essence of the emotion of the man, or the emotion 

of the soul. The STM receives its emotion in interaction with other souls, and in 

conjunction with what it receives from the physical soul, to compare with. So we come 

to one point,  (:34). many of you looking for your soul. Have you become to the point 

that the expectation to receive, to be so humble, and the expectation to give to be so big, 

that there is no gap between the STM and STP.  

 

In so many ways, mankind has always been afraid fo this loss. "What am I going to 

loose if I let one go." And this is the reason why it has become part of the life of the 

man, we always die, with a fear of loosing, a fear of letting go that will happen to 

physicality. We try to grab and hold onto the last seconds, that we carry on at least 

being witness to something we call life, our own physicality, our own body, and this has 

become a cycle that it has destroyed mankind. In so many ways, we grab as much as we 

can in a physical life, but we are not so humble to give in the D of the STM. Many of 

you will face this. Many of you will build these Cups, and pyramids, but because of 

non-truth, non-understanding within yourself, you will not be able to reach, to achieve 

the elevation of the soul. And then it become meaningless, nonsense, because it's not 

there. I cannot feel it. Because you haven't become humble enough from what you have 

created to receive from them, and you have the greed of the man to give and to possess 

the physicality of the man to be alive. And this is where the 2 come together.  (:36). 

This is where the mankind in the coming time will learn to trust one with the other, to 

elevate one that it reaches the other, and in giving, will bring the possession and the 

position for both to live within each other, to love amongst and adjacent to each other.  

In so many ways, the fear of the loss of the physicality, that it confirms the existence of 

the soul, has become a noose around the neck of the man himself.  

 

In so many ways, needs to step up, to understand am I, can I, could I create a condition 

that in the level of the strength of the soul, that I become lower than what I have created, 

as the Cups which are supposed to feed me. They are supposed to become the source of 

my life that I can elevate to show myself by what I give. In so many ways, if you reach 



that point if you come to that point, that you can even become lower then what a 

mankind knows, to the soul of an electron, then you might understand the position and 

the way the Creator works. In the world of atomic nuclear structure we always see the 

shining light rotating around the center, we call it the electron. But how does it become? 

It is so humble, that through its humbleness, and in lower strength manifests itself in the 

presence of a bigger, which is the creator of it, which is part of it, what we call the 

proton. So in that essence mankind needs to understand, mankind needs to,  (:38). 

progress to the next step. The fear of the loss fo the physicality, or the love of becoming 

so humble to become close to the Creator, the way he is, the way He operates, the way 

He has been in the process of the creation. Therefore, for many of us, this dilemma 

needs to be solved in the coming time, where we become so humble that we become 

lower than then what we call, what we know at this moment as one of the smallest 

particles, we call electron, that we can receive from it, but at the same time, in doing so, 

in becoming so humble, the interaction fo the fields of it, with us, creates the 

manifestation and confirmation of our soul. The same, when we become such a small 

dust of the fields, in interaction with the field of the soul of the Creator, which is even 

lower than us, that He says, I made you to make children that they may love me. In that 

creation of love and giving. It manifests itself.  

 

In so many ways, we understand the creator becomes even lower than us, to be able to 

receive the love of us, in what we can give, and then as He receives from many sources, 

it shines more, then it becomes the creator of more, the giver of more. This is what 

mankind has to strive to understand, and at that point, if you can achieve that point, if 

you can become the lower in the field of the strength of the electron, then your soul 

shall manifest itself. Not to you, but to those who are the observer of your existence.  

(:40). As I said,   we only know the existence of our soul, when it comes in interaction 

with a soul, another soul, another plasma. Can we create the new D of the new soul? In 

a way, with the new EU we can create that condition, create much, much lower than 

what is now, and with it to allow the STM to receive at the highest strength within the 

system that it shines itself, it shows itself. In so many ways, in many  teachings I have 

said, in the new EU man, some of us, which will enter this system will shine, will see a 

bright light inside the system. It means that we have become so humble in accepting .. 

the confirmation of existence of our soul, that in that interaction with the strongest fields 

within the system, we will shine. It's not to go in to receive, it goes in to give. A new 

cycle, to give to start a new cycle. It goes to the point of creation to understanding, and 

the teachings from now on, goes in that direction. How to become, to lie, and how to 

start structuring T that science meets the religion. Where the systems you make and 

develop, meets the structure of your soul. Where it has been the promise of the KF, 

where the science meets the STM. Creating systems that the man himself can through 

his development meet,  (:42). and see and be able to develop his own soul in the process 

of creation.  

 

We have not come here to give you UFOs, .. or to give you the T that you have a heat, 

electricity, and the food. We have come here to teach the essence of creation through 

understanding of the T which man can tangibly see, develop, and with it confirm the 

existence of his own soul, and confirmation of the greatness and beauty of the Creator, 

and how humble it is, that through His humbleness, and the strength of the soul we 

transfer to Him, he shines. This is where .. the 2 meet, we bring the science and T 

together. And in that respect we bring the science of the soul, understanding the 

operation within the structure, of within the structure of the Creator, within the structure 



of the physicality of the man, to be understood, seen, appreciated and be loved. Maybe 

for the first time you KS have understand, why you have come on such a path, why we 

have taken you through this cycle, step by step, this is where the man, the STM, meets 

the soul of his creator, through understanding of the science and T, which has a meaning 

to him, and has been created through, and within it, we shall lead to creation of new 

cycle of life. In a way, it's where the science meets the STM, and the man meets the soul 

of his creator.  

 

But in coming time you need to learn more, because man is physical, man always relies 

on his physicality,  (:44). to see, touch, smell, feel that it confirms his own physical 

existence. But man now has to learn about the emotion, feeling, and manifestation of the 

soul of himself, and then in that progression to the final point, man becomes mature to 

the totality of his existence. And then man will realize, if I can be feeder, and be 

connected to my Creator, that in return, His touch, is within me, then the completion of 

the cycle of the emotion of the Creator becomes part of the emotion of the man.  

 

(:46).  

 

create the Gans' of the lowest, that process in interaction, when you stand in-between 

you might be so low,  (:52). that in front of those you might receive to shine, as the 

strongest will pass you by, as you cannot reflect, as you have not created a condition for 

it to be absorbed, and to be observer of. In so many ways, when you look at the 

structure of the brain of the man, it should given mankind a lot of, a lot of indication, 

why it does not carry the most heaviest elements of the U in it, but it carries the 

reflectors, and the lightest of. The totality fo the structure of the brain to be able to 

understand and the work of the STM relies on C, which itself, in essence, is structure of 

the combination of what we call, the ?? premise of 6, and mankind should have learned 

how to create the new ?? premise that it leads to the manifestation of understanding of 

the emotion of the creation and the Creator, and the man itself at the same time, and the 

same place, and the position, where there is no time and no space. Mankind needs to 

move on to understand. 

 

(:54).  

 

In so many ways, as KS you still have steps to go. In one of the teachings I explained 

the creation of the Gans's of gases and liquids, try to understand it, as without them you 

could not be able to achieve the understanding of  , as those shows you the detachment, 

when in physical life, in horizontal and vertical you confirm your existence within the 

direction and Inertia of it own life. But when it comes to the Gans of plasma, then you 

understand, you need to know more, and in that process you'll understand where the 

weakest fields of the creation sit, as it leads to the creation and interaction of ?? to the 

fields of your soul, and enlightenment will show you the direction to the path of the 

Creator.  

 

In so many ways, some of the KS went on the path of creating,  (:56). the Gans of 

Gans's and in that process, they found in some passages the ways to create the Gans of a 

plasma, and that is what you will need, in understanding and in direction to be able to 

create the final soul. To be able to create and understand the totality of the work of the 

creation. Mankind cannot attach itself to physicality in very shape or form, be it the gas, 

the liquid, and the states of the life, without understanding and possessing the power of 



the fields of the plasma. Then that field once you create it in a correct way, might lead 

you to creation and control, and elevation, and humbleness of your soul. Mankind's soul 

is made from the Gans's fo the Gans's, Gans's of the body of the mother as an egg, and 

the Gans's of , the collection of the Gans's of the body of the father, the sperm. How can 

you create a system when you have not found the match. 

 

In so many ways, mankind needs to understand, to elevate itself to understand to 

replicate everything the same. You cannot create a condition to reach the level of the 

soul of your life if you have not understood the creation of the fields of the plasma. 

Your system lacks credibility and understanding. In so many ways, would the system 

stay individually and solid as you make it in the box, or do you create Gans's, do you 

create fields,  (:58). do you create souls where it has to be in the reality in a dynamic 

condition. Now maybe many of you understand the collection of teachings over past 10 

- 15 years, where we do not make, but we guide you to make and develop the systems. 

When we showed the first dynamic systems and then we created 129 Tesla, that was the 

first beginning to show the power of the understanding of the creation of the fields of 

the plasma, that today if KS understand this can lead them to the creation of their own 

condition for confirmation of the existence of their soul that other souls shall see. This 

has been gifted only in one condition, to UC members in the pure soul of service. And 

they loose it once they loose, and the leave their position. In a way, we have given a 

collective understanding of the condition to the souls who are here to serve on the 

banner of the UC members, that they shine, they don't need to make Gans's, or systems 

to be shown. The .. humbleness and servitude will cause them to shine that other souls 

receive the reflection of the beauty of the creator within them.  

 

In so many ways, those of you who became members of UC understand to consider 

your position, and understand to serve, you become part of the reflection of the light of 

the Creator That's why we said, people will recognize members of UC by their light, 

and not by ?? race and physicality, as they receive through their humbleness to serve the 

light of the others that they shine.  (1:00).  

 

(1:08).  

 

Any questions. 

 

Q: This soul does not yet exist on Earth, I don't know, can it be?  (1:10). .. repeats …  

K- What do you mean this soul? 

R: perhaps, .. the ultimate soul, is not yet .. is going to be here.    (1:12).    

 

Q: Salameea, .. do you think that Bahuala is the soul that unify the planet for this Eve? 

And after other souls will come to unify the planet?  

K- Many positions and the even position of the Christ, or the other prophets is the same. 

In a way, they tried to guide man during their time, in understanding of their people.  

Now we have to understand, it's not anymore my prophet of what I believe in, the path 

of who or what,  (1:14). It's from now on what my soul, my understanding will lead me 

to. The understanding of man today has reached the point to the prophet of the past, 

because now man knows the path to his soul, does not need another soul to guide it. It 

needs another soul to elevate it. It needs a humbler soul to understand it. This is how .. 

with the new cycle of understanding the science of the creation one does not need 

someone else to be told by, because you are taught to be able to read and understand the 



work of your soul. To be able to create the condition for the creation fo your soul. In the 

past, even to recent time, all men were illiterate even those who called themselves 

priests and guidance and whatever, and they made up what they wanted, because the 

others could not read or write either. But this time we have taught the knowledge of the 

creator through the STM, does not need a language to write and read. The knowledge 

needs to touch the STM, the man will be educated,  (1:16). as in the U we have no 

schools and no languages, but we understand the operation of the creation through the 

interaction of the fields of the existence.  

 

 

 

 

(1:40).   

 

 

Q: .. does your MaGrav electrical system run on a Tesla system,  (1:46). of volts/ sec, 

where the power gird system is Hz, cycles per second? 

K- No.  

Q: what is difference between center of mass, and center of gravity, and how can these 

center of mass exist outside of mass, and can the center of gravity exist outside the 

body? 

K- It depends what you define Mass and Gravity,    and if you read the book #1 which 

explains what the mass is. And then you'll understand what is, and can it be.  

Q:     (1:48). what can be the mistake which humanity has fallen .. is it the lack of 

humility and lack of knowledge? If I understand correctly as a KS, Knowledge, 

humility, and ethics must go together, is that so … if one of the 3 is missing, does the 

soul    ?  

K- (reads question  ..). It is, not the ethos of the knowledge, and it's not lack of humility. 

It's the lack of humbleness, the lack of understanding the position. You see, the way and 

the path the KF has taken is replication of life in the U. Man in the coming time will 

understand how we thought and how we teach.  (1:50). We have the knowledge into the    

library of the U, we share it humbly and they see it as our weakness. But in a way it's 

the strength we have, and that makes us to be humble. We teach vigorously, we teach 

with a lot of humbleness, but through that we'll reach the souls who are ready to receive 

the knowledge. So it's not the lack of, is understanding the position of, and 

understanding the value of what you possess in that position. We share through our 

humbleness and knowing what the others can do with it, it might advance their level of 

understanding of the creation, or make the physical life more comfortable. But we don't 

go and envy, we gave this, that we are better. As the logo of the KF says, we are here to 

serve, and not to be served. in this point of time, those who serve, and their humbleness, 

to share everything is seen as a sign of weakness.  

We are breaking into all levels of the society in a very soft way  .. this time we take the 

STM with us, this is where it sits  

(1:52). in the strength in the fields of an electron, then you understand it means, and 

how it works. Man has become too arrogant in his mistaken identity of being successful 

in physical life. The more successful man has become the more he ahs brought demise 

to himself. The more advanced T you create the more cancers you create. The … to 

create energy the more you kill, like nuclear and the rest of it. .. the progress into 

science has become a noose around the neck of the man, of compromise.  



Q: ..   asks us to stop consuming animal products.  Can we use ??  Gans, the ones used 

for agriculture are very ?? to produce and they give a lot of Gans .. 

 

K- To use which Gans? 

Q: ..  Gans with Seawater and soda.  

K- Sea Gans?  ( 

Q: Yes, in order to feed the human being.  (1:54). 

K- You see, the oceans are the reservoir of life.   

 

 

 

(2:02). This is I think in book 1, and in more depth in book #4. You can create the fields 

of a planet or star, within the structure of the new systems. We can create the heartbeat 

of the Moon, the Sun, and through that heartbeat we can travel to the depths of the Sun. 

This is already been achieved. We can create heartbeat of different strength and 

elements within the structure of the system, to replicate its life. As I said in the 

teachings yesterday, in the new EU, we don't create gold, we create the soul of an atom 

of the gold, that with it, if it needs to it will convert to the physical gold. We don't go 

and bring the energies, we bring the fields strength of the soul of the gold, it's much 

easier.  

Q: Thank  

 

Go for BREAK  >>>  (2:04).   (2:11). 

 

 

 

Q:  ..  now I understand the phrase in Bible that the meek shall inherit the earth. Or in 

another way the humble will inherit the earth. 

Q: How does one become aware of the MG fields of the Earth, (2:12). so we can feed 

and more? 

K- What do you mean aware. We can measure it with the systems which are available. 

But now we can create it within the structure of plasma systems. It's not in the hands of 

the big organizations and elite. 

Q: So how can we use them to feed and more…? 

K- To feed? Why do we need to feed? It's available to us. We can make it available, that 

we give to Earth first, that in giving we'll have the capability to receive. Why don't we 

become the suppliers instead of the consumers now that we understand the knowledge, 

that by doing so we elevate the soul of the planet and the situation on this planet 

changes, and maybe what has been a shortcoming and brought all these deaths, mental 

condition through his structure of his physical matter can come to an end. Isn't this what 

we are doing on Sundays, when all the KS water, or spread Gans's around the cities, and 

whatever, and the rivers.  

Q: .. can we clean our polluted water with Plasma T, can one of the EU purpose be to 

clean all the environment?   (2:14). 

K- This question was asked yesterday. .. Yes the T exists and we can do so.  

R: The EU is usually for something inside the egg instead of outside the egg, is that true 

… for the whole environment?  

 

EU to Sterilize Environment  - Produce Materials stop mining earth 

 



K- The EU can be made to be a transition system, very much like a sterilizing 

system, but this time we change the structure in a different way, where you can 

continuous flow through the system to create a balanced field. These are all coming 

up in the coming time. As we have developed and we are developing new what we call, 

field systems. This is becoming part of the work we have and are doing. … The EU will 

become a conveyor belt of production as we don't need to dig anymore, or damage 

the mines, because this planet, by digging mines.  

Humble Yourself to receive from Plasma 

 

Q: Eric USA, about producing H plasma.  (2:16).  I am one of the good Dutch people 

from Kentucky.. .…  

You taught us to make the CH3 and you showed us further that we could split it into 

Deuterium and Tritium. is that right.  

K- Yes if you understood it. 

Q: Vaguely.  you were talking about making a H Gans, or a H plasma and then I am 

supposed to humble myself to give to the H plasma. So do I ..?  

K- You don't give, you receive from the H plasma. (you got it ) the wrong way around. 

To receive from the H plasma. Doesn't necessarily mean what you give, that the H 

will give back at the strength you need. Then you are available, the H you create is 

available to receive field energy from the others.  (2:18). It doesn't mean if you are 

emptying a cup to serve someone, that person has to serve a cup back to you. You get 

served from somewhere else. 

Q: So like somewhere else in the world someone is doing the same thing?  

K- Yeah.  

 

Connecting KS Around World through Cu - matter existence of man 

 

Q: Kind of like what we are doing with all our Gans's and our units that we are 

making. Once we develop these, these all share , they cross connect through the 

world, and we change the world? 

K- If you notice from the beginning of time, where we taught the first Gans's of CO2. If 

you noticed, we used one common denominator that all of you use. It doesn't matter if it 

is CH3, CuO or CO2 as a connection of the C, O, …  it's Cu. Which is the matter 

existence of the man. So in a way, all of you connect and develop the Gans's and 

you spray Gans's, you have started creating a common link between each other 

anyway. We didn't make it through the CO2 gases of this planet, we made it through 

the Cu which is the physical structure of the man. Unknowingly, by a lot of you, we 

have connected all the KS to each other, and in due course and time, we'll tell you 

how to use it. (2:20).    

Q: I always thought we were linking somehow, like when we were doing the Gans balls, 

and the dynamic systems, we are creating these plasma that extend beyond ourselves, 

and I guess our bodies have these plasmas too, that extend out and we are just 

displaying how ?? our work too, right, we are all , we are ?? to expand our soul and 

plasma out in the earth, or surroundings.  

 

At Right Time we'll connect all the KS without you knowing 

 

K- In a way, through the back door we have brought you lot together, and in time, 

when the time comes right we connect all of you, without you knowing.  



Q: I have always believed that .. seeing what we have seen in America, in the past few 

years. .. I just feel that something has changed in America, somewhat, in the direction of 

the good and I was wanting to know if, our efforts as KS have contributed to that? 

K- In a way yes, but we are ?? linking people without .. what will become knowledge 

without borders, if you call it, and we have managed,  (2:22). to connect the soul of 

many people together through their own understanding.  

 

World Peace can be Achieved with Biden election - not last long 

 

And as you say, your nation has changed, but the changes to come, in the coming weeks 

in US will be the next step for peace. Let me explain something, I always don't disclose 

unless somebody touches it, then we disclose it. If you remember I explained to you the 

election of your new president, and the VP in early August this year, we announced our 

support for Pamela Harris. You have to understand … the possibility of the peace by 

the election of Biden has become very, very close, world peace can be achieved. 

There are reasons for it. We don't see Biden to last long as a president as many of us 

know, and the situation has drastically changed in the past 3 weeks.  

 

President Harris is far left Communist  

 

The new president of the US, President Harris, is a far left communist ever mankind 

known. She is one of the far left, hardest communist people you ever know. This will 

bring America through her school of thoughts. She was bred this way by her father as a 

professor in what we call, founder of one the hardest, far-left communist organizations, 

universities in the US. She is a communist through and through, but she is the Marxist, 

Leninist communist. And this will China very close to US.  (2:24). The same with 

Russia. And this will tip the balance of world peace, towards peace, because President 

Harris finds a lot of common goals with CPC and Putin. This is what when we choose, 

we announced you who will be the next president, we brought in, we calculated it. 

And your next president, the first female president will bring the line of American 

policy very close to, equal, and share of fairness, in a communist manner. Go back 

and read about her historical life. She was brought up by the mother and father who are 

one of the most far left Leninist, Marxist parents in the American universities, and she'll 

bring that ethos. And with it we don't see further wars, because in that ethos, in that 

language you'll find a lot. Trump in one his speeches he referred to it, but he was not 

allowed to put it up. But maybe for the first time in the new Year, the next 20 days 

you'll have a new president. If Biden gets full session, first session which most of us 

don't think so, through dementia. We will see as she is already setup, she is forming the 

American foreign policy through communist structure, just watch the number of 

minorities which have gathered into the new administration will bring balance into the 

whole structure of the US and in interaction with China.  (2:26). In a way, fairness, and 

correct conduct in so many other ways, balancing of equality is, will become one of the 

major foreign policy of US, through President Harris. And this will see new changes, 

bring new understanding of how mankind and humanity will interact with each other. 

We expect this. This is why when we announced our position in respect to the next 

American vice-president some months ago. Now you understand the reason behind it. 

We don't expect to see wars, as through the depth of, what do you call, not 

sympathetic, but understanding the ethos of the Marxism, and working through the way 

that Lenin has worked.  

 



President Harris will bring a Balance through legislation and Science 

 

She will bring different direction of leadership into the American administration which 

is very much, will bring the balance to a lot of things. Would we see more legislation, 

yes we will. And would this legislation be toward minority to bring a balance. We 

will see, but most of this legislation will bring balance to the nations of science and 

T, which is the ethos of her, and Biden. You will see new nations merge with new 

technologies, and will be supported by the new administration. This is why she choose 

the word of the science. And this will give new opportunities to many nations to merge, 

and this will be one of the biggest change,  (2:28). we will see in the new American 

policy. And I think it will be a shock to many Americans, especially liberals and 

conservatives, that how the ethos of Lenin and Marxism has established solidity in 

the White House for next 8 years. And this is why I said, she will choose, most 

probably a lady who is actually very close in the same school of thoughts as her. 

Women trusting each other to deliver. You'll be in for a big shock in your new 

administration. We'll see the establishment of the new open policy, .. see less 

interference but more direct intervention by CIA, which pushes the Leninism, and then 

they go through Pentagon to bring Marxism in. It's the way they are structured.  

 

Will Virus be Exposed - Nobody really knows how it's engineered 

 

Q: Will they expose the corruption of  .. they believe that this virus came out of the 

US originally, I don't know if it's true, some of the evidence is pointing towards the 

university of North Carolina was behind the research into this virus. Will that be 

exposed?   

K- We do not know. It cannot be told. Nobody really knows how this virus is 

engineered.  (2:30). If you ask someone from the other side of the fence, they'll say 

it was the right time of intervention by those who are not from this planet to 

change the course, to prepare for the new changes.   This is different school of 

thoughts.  

 

KF will Teach how to Protect against Vaccines 

 

As we said, in the Tuesday teachings, KF has endeavored to make sure that by 

delivery of the new vaccines, that no harm comes to man. It has an advantage point, 

will stay the same, but we'll introduce new T by next Thursday that can lead to 2 - 3  

directions. If for example, the ?? bulk vaccines are chemical micro chipped, we'll 

teach you a way to protect yourself, as (if) you are in the space.  

 

Energies in Space can Create Crystal Lattice Structure in Cells 

 

In space energies which enter to the body of the man will change the crystal lattice 

of the cells, as we produce crystal salts in our body, we produce crystalline 

structures which become, very much like electronic systems we know, and then 

they can interfere with the structure of the body of the man, and lead to creation of 

many functions like cancer. The new T we'll teach next week is the way to be able to 

convert these chemical conversions into neutral state. Which means if any rays, 

fields enters your body and creates electronic systems as we know it now, that it 

amplifies, or elevates, or reduces the function of part of the body, at the point of 



entry of the field, you can change or block,  (2:32). or disable the operation of the 

conversion of the energies into crystals.  

 

Luminous Colors in Fabric can do the Same - create crystals in body 

 

Last week I touched very simply on the uses of the colors in the fabrics which leads to 

creation of crystals in the body. That is part of the same teaching. This is part of the 

same process where crystals create transistors and the rest, and the operations of the 

fields flow in the body.  

 

Body Communicates with our Emotion through Crystal structure 

 

We do this ourselves, this is how our body communicates with our emotion. Now 

we show a T that if anything foreign introduced in the body, you can convert it, 

you can block it, that it does not effect your emotion, or operation of the body, does 

not change DNA, or RNA. This will happen in the space. That the combination of the 

different fields create different structures within our body, that can lead to creation of 

what I call, chemical circuitries that these circuits can change the operation of part 

of the body, or interact with the emotion. And we teach you how to block the work of 

these systems as part of the space defense T for human body. Then you can understand 

how you might be able to use it in different application. In the space combination of the 

rays, can create and lead to the creation of crystal lattice that it's in the dimension of the 

C and then create interaction that interferes with your emotion.  

 

Russians in Space over 6 months Create Crystals in Body change emotions 

 

We have seen these through the long term stay of astronauts, Russian astronauts in the 

space over 6 or 12 months.  (2:34). Creation of crystals, change of behavior, and 

understanding that these behaviors can be triggered in certain ways, and certain fields.  

 

Teach you How to Prevent damages or Unwanted Changes in Body 

 

In the teachings of coming weeks we teach you how to block these. How to stop if such 

a crystallization, or what we call, interaction of the fields enters the body of the man in 

the space. It could be in the shape of a virus or any other shape. This is a way that we 

can prevent any unwanted damages, or introduction of new .. elements into our 

body, can endanger our emotion of us, or change the RNA, or DNA, as we have 

seen in space. We bring the knowledge of space, advances in space T within the next 

week, to teach you how to block, convert if these crystallization circuits are established 

in your body through the interaction of the fields in the U.  

Q: .. So this is another step in preparing and sending people to space … if we are 

traveling physically in space,   (2:36). we also will be traveling using our souls and 

plasmas.  

 

Souls Can be effected by Fields and Viruses - in same way 

 

K- Our souls can be effected by the same. So it's a general teaching. It's the same way, 

because the interaction of the fields with the soul, leads to creation of the 

physicality of the man, so the souls are vulnerable into receiving fields that creates 

conversion, and creates condition of creation, manifestation in physicality. It is very 



interesting how the knowledge has a multi-purpose use. Depends on where and how you 

want to use it.  

Q: I never thought of our souls .. I always thought of our physicality being susceptible 

to viruses, but this is my first realization that souls can be effected by these things.  

K- You see in the world of science they say you cannot bend rays, but if you have the 

knowledge I have, I can make a circle of the same wave. I can make it to rotate 

around itself like a twister, but in the world of present science of physics say, you 

cannot bend the light. Light travels in straight lines. You give me the knowledge, as all 

of you have, if it is a particle, or is it a ray, and then understanding of it as, if you have 

access to changing M fields,   (2:38). which can interact, divert or attract any ray, 

be it a ray of light, or be it a ray of the STM. the knowledge is very deep, and in that 

process we understand the creation of it. And this is what we are teaching.  

 

This is part of opening of knowledge and science is, and will be. The science  of 

creation is not just what man taught, the science of creation is what man has to 

understand, and then realize its power. In the new space T we need to understand the 

creation of materials within, we create cancer cells through emotion, through 

interaction of the fields. So shall be, that we understand we can, the same way as we 

can reverse a cancer cell to no cancer cell, we can change anything which is 

produced, or introduced into our body as electrical products, or collection of the 

fields in a chemical way, into a non-effective position. We teach the universal 

process of creation. So we know how to interfere, how to block, and how to change. 

We need it. 

 

Mr. Keshe involved with Long Term effects of Space with NASA 

 

We have seen astronauts long term stay in the space have created crystals cells and 

different emotional configuration on their return to Earth. Initially I got involved with 

this through NASA,  (2:40). as I said, University of Washington years ago, to block 

astronauts to receive cosmic rays in the brain. We saw it as photons and flashes of 

light in the brain creates crystal conditions, and some of them creates their own 

circuitry. And these circuits can lead to creation of different emotions, or 

encourage certain emotions. So this T has been already developed and used in 

different ways. Now we teach it that it can be used in the present time, for those who 

become the passengers of U,   through planet Earth, that they receive fields of energies 

in different shape, or viruses, and the prevention of the viruses, they can protect 

themselves. We cannot come back to earth every time we hit a virus in the space.  

 

Your Body Creates Crystals very much like a Microchip 

Many of you know, many of these techniques, now you have to understand how to use 

them when your body creates a crystal, which is very much like a microchip, you 

have to know how to open it up, and how to disable it even it still ?? exists. Gaps and 

spaces, in fields and energy, creates different conditions in the body of the man.  

 

Why Surgeries can lead to Cancer 

 

This is why, for example, we see many of the people who go through some kind of 

surgeries, then they show development of cancer at the point of surgery. The reason 

is,  (2:42). first of all, the lattice structure of the tissue has changed, and in most 

cases we understand due to introduction of the elements of the cutting tools, they 



create a first condition of the elements within the cell of the cancer. When a doctor 

cuts flesh, that knife leaves micro structure of the, if it's a rough tissue, the way you put 

a knife to a sandstone, the atomic structure of the knife stays within the cell of the 

tissue, which is left behind it becomes the center of the cancer. That's how we see, 

what we say, most of, some of the cancer we see is accidental and through the 

operation. This is what happens, we change the environment and the Cu, as the Cu in 

the tissue, now through the introduction of the change of the field strength, and most 

probably, use of some Cu products in the operating room becomes the seed of the Cu, 

and becomes the seed of cancer, and later on we see the production of cancer in the 

tissue.  

 

Why We see less Cancer in Laser Surgeries 

 

This is why we see less and less cancers in those operations, which laser beams have 

been used, because there is no introduction of the matter state into it. If you read the 

statistics about the number of cancers where the laser has been used for all the 

application, it is more or less to near zero. But those who we use the knives and 

everything else and infected operating room, we see the creation of cancer.  

 

Creation of Matter by Introduction of 3rd Field - like Body of Man 

 

Because as we know by now, if we create 2 fields, and introduce a 3rd field, we can 

create the matter of it. This is what happens in the body of the man.  (2:44). And now 

they create new materials, and those can create new conditions as a resistor and a 

transmitter, and a change of the DNA. This is what some viruses do with us, the 

energy packs they deliver. We have to .. 

Q: The viruses introduce the 3rd field? 

K- Yes, .. it could be. Even the introduction of the materials. As we said last week, the 

body of the man, when the 3rd field comes as a coloring, or a vitamin additive, as a C 

based, your body changes and starts producing crystals. That's what we said about the 

sports products and the coloring introduced as a C based. If one of these C is 

introduced as a, which is used from coal, links and has the strength of the amino 

acid (AA) C of your body, your body starts creating matter state.  

 

Acid / Alkaline Point of Manifestation of Matter State 

 

This is what a lot of KS never understood, the level of the acidity conversion to 

alkaline is the point of manifestation of matter state. This is why doctors tell you the 

more alkaline you are, there is less possibility of cancer, because with the "alkaline-

ness," which is the salt base, which many of you produced Gans's, you stay in the 

energy level. As you go to the acidic base, you create the matter state. So as you go 

acidic most of the condition of the fields of the plasma of the Gans's in your body has 

the more opportunity to be at the level of the matter state. This is how matters are 

created. When we see a stone, when we see aluminum, .. Sulfur,  (2:46). or when we 

see gold, we have to understand that's the point where acidity and the alkaline-ness 

of the cell itself, of the atom, is in balance for production, or manifestation of 

physical manifestation. And KS by now should have understood this knowledge. This 

why when we give Gans's to people, or water of Gans to people, then the doctors tell us 

they increase the use of the higher level alkaline based Gans's we see the eradiation, and 

change of the body to non-cancerous, because we change the acidic into. The point of 



conversion, if you go to a very high alkaline-ness, you become acidic, and that's the 

point of the manifestation of the matter state, where the G and M balance each 

other and they are equal to each other, then it leads to manifestation of the matter 

state.  

 

Surface of Planet created by Heartbeat, and MG Fields of Alkaline - Acidic 

 

That's how the surface of this planet is created, due to, there are 2 thing, 1 is the 

heartbeat of, which is the continuation and the flow of the fields, and the 

environmental condition of the MG Fields of alkaline-ness and acidic. Acidic is 

what? And what is alkaline-ness? And which one is G and M. If you read book #1, 

when the 2 balance out we get a matter state, like the surface of the earth.  

 

Change to Alkaline and the Element cannot Exist 

 

So it should be very easy to be understood, when you find objects created or initiated 

in your body, if you can change the balance and find out what it is, and change the 

balance in it, to the balance of the alkaline-ness, more than acidic, you'll find out,  

(2:48). the element cannot exist.  

 

In Gans Box you Increase Alkaline so the Matter changes to Plasma 

 

Isn't this what you do in your Gans production unit, you create alkaline-ness at the 

level that the matter changes to plasma, you call it a Gans. This is what you need to 

do in your ?? plate, as you increase the alkaline-ness and you reduce the acidic, the 

possibility for creation of cancer, or solidification and creation of circuitry is 

impossible.  

 

You Become the Soul of the Creator 

 

It's simple science, and most of the KS have not understood this. As they tell me, 

explain, but we thought you understood this a long time ago. It's the energy transfer to 

giving and taking, and when you bring the balance, you lead to the creation. And 

then if you understood more, you can push the alkaline-ness to the point of the total 

fields that is less G, that you become the giver, you become the receiver, you 

become the soul of the Creator.  

Q: Less gravitation  ?? that's the line of increase  

K- A weaker G, weaker in the strength. And that weaker comes from detachment 

when you give more. It has nothing to hold onto, it's the open span of the U.   

(2:50).  

 

Science Wins because it Explains the Religion 

 

This is where the science explains the ethos of the path of belief of faith, and 

theology.  

Q: Theology teaches to be less G? 

K- That's less possession and detachment, isn't it. So that's where the science meets 

the religion, and the science wins because it explains the religion. religion has never 

explained the science, that's why we say the messengers of science, are messengers of 

God. No where in the theology can you explain the creation scientifically, but with 



science we can explain theology and the creation of the soul, so science wins, as it is 

the creator of it. Now you understand,  .. KF is where science meets the soul, as it is 

the creator of it.  

 

Q: Is that why human relationships that are not possessive relationships tends to do 

better, whereas we have like, co-dependent couples, that usually have bad relationships, 

versus like ones that choose to be together, versus like one being possessive of the 

other?  (2:52).   

K- Maybe.  

Q: I have taken a lot of your time, thank you very much. I live in the US but you said 

Kamala months ago …  when they won the election, Mr. Keshe knew all along. 

 

Rothschild's tried to Control China - Running US through Central Bank 

 

K- The next what we see in the pipeline is the world peace. But we need the leaders to 

all look in the same direction. It might be slightly different polices, but overall life will 

be in one direction. You got to understand the Rothschild's even met the Chinese 

leaders in the past, and they thought they can intrude, and through the finances, 

build but control the nation. In some ways they could, they did, but when 

Rothschild's met Mao Zedong he was a very clever man, he used them to bring 

prosperity to his nation, but he did not allow them to interfere with the running of 

the nation,  (2:54). which is a big difference, in the west, they run, and they rule, 

that's why you got a central bank. And that's why you got your financial structure, 

which is the Rothschild's running the US. And this will change internally as President 

Harris takes over, and there are other ways of the operation, will come into operation. 

We'll see.  

Q: Thank you  ..  

 

K- We are coming to our 8 years very soon. the anniversary of the 8th year of the KF 

falls around about March.    361 KSW, 7 x 52 ,   beginning of the Spring will bring the 

beginning of the 8th year of the KF and a new life.  

Q: I marked my calendar 3-21 2021 

K- Someone asked what is the difference between Marxism and Leninism? 

Marxism is the theology, and Leninism is application of the theology to rule, it's a 

mechanical way, as Lenin always changed the ethos of the Marx,  (2:56). into a physical 

operation to run a nation. In the new American Administration we see a combination of 

both Marxism and Leninism together.  

 

R: .. about the Body EU.  

Q: … my Mom had a cancer surgery … jaw broken and metal plate in jaw. This type of 

T would help with the cancer. But would she have to have the metal plate removed 

before she could get into the machine?  (2:58). Would it cause problems? 

K- First of all you don't get into the machine, The machine is a way of what you call, 

progressive development, or enhancement of the perfect condition, what we call, … a 

cancer you have to understand if it is accidental, or emotional, wanting to .. and what is 

the reason behind it. In that way, even with the plates we have in the process 

development, some 10 years ago, but now with the new EU we can create conditions in 

some cases, for what we call, external body parts, depending on their position to be used 

or not to be used, or applied in the system. We don't allow anything like plates in the 

spinal cord, it depends where the jaw .. or where the plate is, and what is the function of 



it. We've seen in one of the trials some years ago, with a person which the shoulder joint 

was replaced with a titanium joint, that as we were going through the process of 

regeneration and development of soul and the physicality, the shoulder bone started 

growing out of nowhere, and so the manmade titanium joint was getting pushed out of 

its place as the bone was growing. The whole idea came, that we start these things when 

there is an external, like a hip replacement, or a knee replacement with titanium, 

because we allow the bone to grow to take shape to go back to its original, when you 

have an obstruction,  (3:00). or you have a knee which is already there, you push the 

joint out of place and you can create other problems with it. In the very near future, 

things like hip replacements and that kind of thing, becomes thing of the past. We have 

done many research on it, but  

Q: So with my mom's case, would she have to have the plate removed   ? 

K- I don't know I am not a doctor, and doctors will be at the places where these are .. 

 

Q: My Dad was born with a blockage in his main valve of the heart.  .. with (EU) being 

in the womb again, would it recreate that blockage he was born with?  

K- What is as a defect, or what is as a operation of the balance of the energies. There is 

a lot of expectations and false assumptions by many KS. Just that we have created these 

EU no one should be born with no defects, and everything done wrong will be 

perfected. But you have to understand, does your soul wants that? Has your soul created 

that position for its operation to gain, or to access to so many other souls?   (3:02).  

 

Just because we have the T does not we can intrude on, steal, and enforce. You 

understand? So this is a wrong assumption, that now that we have EU everything will 

be hunky dory, and we correct everything. But does the soul need, or wants to have that 

position and improvement, because what is the purpose of such a position, or such a 

condition, in the balance of the soul of the parents and the grandparents who created, 

and did misconducts, or did good, and have to be brought back to. As I always say, 

when you see a beautiful person, very beautiful, what's the purpose of that beauty, and 

when is it when you see someone very ugly, you say he is ugly. What is the purpose of 

it, what attentions does the soul need, that it created this beauty, that it needs to absorb 

fields, that it is so low. Why do we see lack of confidence in one of the most beautiful 

woman in .. in a very beautiful way, they are very weak in character. What does the soul 

needs, to create this, why does somebody go through a handicap to get attention, what is 

the purpose of the souls which created it, what have they brought to be in that condition.  

Q: So does that go along with like "soul contract" … 

K- There is no soul contract. It's accommodation of the totality. Sometimes accident 

happens, and then accidents are different. You see, at the moment there is a lot of taboo, 

there is a lot of concern regarding some of the vaccinations to the children. But we have 

seen how they change the whole life of the family.  (3:04). these vaccinations, for life. 

And the doctors know what they are doing. One of the senior advisors to the 

governments, and to FDA, regarding these injections to the children, he knew what 

damages they do, but the money they gave him was so lucrative that he lied and cheated 

all the way through. What do these souls do? What do we do with them? It's the same .. 

the war in Iraq started with one man lied, because he wanted the attention, and the more 

attention he got the more elaborate he made the lies, and made the nation go into war. 

They were looking for an excuse, he was the excuse. So we cannot interfere and expect, 

just because we have this system, everything we create will be absolutely perfect. The 

soul which receives it has to come to agreement with what the others souls, and his soul 

has done, and the purpose of his creation. This is the false belief amongst the KS that 



with this, if I have such and such a handicap, and such and such a disease .. yes we give 

you the position, but would you see where the mistake has been. Would you elevate you 

and your soul to understand the misconduct of the past, that you can put it right, that 

you expect such a change in your physicality. This is what we call, we elevate the soul. 

Because it needs to, it has to be understood, otherwise there is no elevation of ??   

 

Q; So that also has to do with the ascension part, of how the earth is moving as well, to 

a higher consciousness as well.  (3:06).  repeats  …  

K- Yes, more or less, we are creator of all this. We are the creator and at the same time 

we have been created through it, to bring the balance.  

Q: So when this T is rolled out and becomes the new standard, is it already in place 

right now, that when its ready to go that it will be covered through insurance, or a 

typical cost per use?   

K- In a way, yes, but in a way, what we are looking at, due to its process, KF once we 

launch the EU, will introduce a universal insurance policy, for these units, which we 

means we cover ourselves for the process ?? for those who might want to use in the 

future, or want to use the system now. This is part of, because by the insurance 

companies we have to have this and that. The KF will introduce such a policy. This will 

be in the hands of the HKF, to structure such a policy that by the time we get 5 - 10 

years, insurance companies accept. You can subscribe to an insurance policy to the KF. 

Because we do not know. 

Q: ?? 

K- We do not know. there is no limitation. We'll have the exclusion that most of the 

insurance companies have, if you have a disease, you cannot be insured.  

Q: Preexisting condition?  

K- I have worked on this over past 10 years.  (3:08). I used to own an insurance broker 

business. I understand, I am fully aware of the pitfall of the insurance policy. Exclusions 

when you need it. This is the way the KF will introduce this. approach is, nobody will 

be excluded as much as possible. In a way, you don't need to have a policy, you just get 

insured the minute you get ill, and you fiddle with the papers. If you have to be insured 

you do it in advance, or while you are sick. It can be done. But as the KF owns the 

majority of the partnerships in these organizations, we allow certain numbers to be done 

on the basis of,  .. free use, or use to pay later, as you can afford. There will be no 

rejection. the only way we'll reject at this moment, in a way, is if you have like external 

systems, and you can handle it, we'll develop T to handle it. Then we can include those 

as well. This T belongs to humanity. We are just the caretakers of it.  

Q: That's absolutely wonderful. It's my understanding they will be introduced to AZ 

very soon? 

K- Yes, we are hoping, we are updating the systems so rapidly, and even yesterday in 

the lab. We are working, the KF team hasn't taken a break, just 1 or 2 days for 

Christmas holidays. We are still working, the systems are operated in a massive way. 

We will release the systems latest February, and we'll see the development and releases 

of them.  (3:10). The leap in T in the past 10 weeks that I have returned back into the lab 

is huge. Instead of waiting and doing things, we are introducing. The construction has 

not changed. the physical .. the envelop, stays the same. In the T development with our 

team, we saw there is no need, we cannot use any control systems, we cannot use any 

computers, because the system creates its own functionality. So we had to take all the 

computers, everything out, because it overrides. When we had the systems, the 

computers looking in the background it's a different field flowing then what we were 

trying to introduce, so all the control systems had been ripped out. A new control 



system is getting developed to be put in through the operation, the balance of the system 

itself. It's no use putting the system out and trying to change it in the process, because 

the housing and the attachment into the inner structure now changes, with the new 

development. There is no motor, no computer, there is no control system. And this 

brings a new D into operation, where the operator's soul and the wish becomes the 

controller of the system. Let's say, when you come in with a ball, which is the structure 

of your disease, your soul, your physicality, it places with the doctor, and then you trust 

him. We talked about this in space T, when we entrust our souls into the hand of the 

pilot. Now we entrust our souls in the hands of the doctor and the physicians, which 

they accept our souls.  (3:12). Our development at the moment is in that level.  

Q: … um ..  the biggest reason is the health of my parents. I am waiting on a private 

investment to come about, then in the future, private citizens can buy the equipment to 

roll this out quicker.. just need to hire a physician… 

K- We advise to a number of people who want to buy individually, to collectively agree 

on one center, and  part of what we said to the people we signed contracts with, .. the 

number of people in the family of those who buy or donate the system, will be allowed 

to use the system on the basis of free use. In the beginning you say, I want 3 or 5 

members of my family to be included for the usage of the system. So it doesn't come 

into the cost. Every effort has been made to expand the process, but at the same time a 

lot of people are waiting to be shown the first system, that then they'll kick out the rest. 

We are trying to complete the system in a way of at least, a complete comprehensive 

unit, without motors. We passed that, it has been achieved.  (3:14). Now we are in the 

phase of control through the thoughts of the operator, which now we can do. It has been 

announced in the system. We are more or less in the final phase of the system to add the 

.. environmental system into the solid body base which has been built. Our aim is that 

when you enter into the system you see nothing, you just enter. It's more or less when 

you go into the womb, when you look into the womb of the mother, there are no 

reactors hanging everywhere. You create the environment form outside. this is our plan 

and that's what we are working on. Hopefully within the next few days that will be 

completed then, the physical structure can be evolved around a new understanding and 

development.  

 

Q: So in the case of my mom's cancer she had to have 2 lymph nodes removed from her 

neck and she had to have her tongue rebuilt. Like with this would it regenerate her 

tongue..?  

K- It all depends what it is, and what it will be at the time. These kind of things 

regeneration of the organs and parts f the body , is the simple part. The first one we did 

cost us less than 10 cents the system, to build it. But understanding the T, proof of 

concept. It's, when you know how to manipulate the fields of the U it is very easy to 

develop systems. The biggest problem will be to be able to measure the strength of 

the emotion, which has lead to the creation of what we call the condition.  (3:16).  

Q; With that, with the emotion, with the coming of the emotion of the person, proper 

channels of that person going through and doing proper healing internally. It frees up to 

allow the machine to make the job easier?  

K- It's the physicality and the STM which will accommodates it.  

 

Q; So by soul searching and figuring out why to I feel ..?   

K- You don't soul search, you make it available. You see the structure of the new 

system, is very simple, and that is, we create the environment that the life can exist and 

develop in an appropriate way for every cell of the soul. It's very much, I explained this 



.. you have a man and a woman, and the womb of the woman is fixed. It's the man 

which she shares life with, could be a Blackman, Whiteman, a Chinese, then it dictates 

what kind of life will take shape in that womb. You understand? Understanding that we 

create a fundamental principle of the environment, then what soul do we introduce into 

this machine, what was the expectation of the soul, and what does the soul, and the STP 

agree to develop in respect to the condition. The womb stays constant, what we 

introduce, because the egg always comes from the same source, within the structure, 

now what cell will we introduce? Is it a white, black, Chinese, short man and what is the 

interaction with the fields,  (3:18). which we see the creation of that child. And now the 

science and T is at that level. With these EU, it's like a womb of a mother. The STM 

who enters it is like that sperm, what do we expect in respect to the constant flow of the 

love and giving of the system.  

 

Q: So it's my understanding that prior to taking vaccinations, or the poisons that has 

been put in our food, is it true when we are first born we are born with 12 strands of 

DNA? And then after say, it's limited down to 2, through vaccinations and whatever .? 

K- Do you believe that? Does it make sense? Has injections changed the color of your 

eyes, the length of your leg, and the color of your skin. Do  you understand? 

Q: Yes, oh, no is hasn't changed the color of my skin. 

K- But you have to understand with the new T you can go, if you understand the desire 

of the STM is to look blonde, blue and your black and brown eyes, you can do that, at 

least in respect to your won eye and your own expectation, not necessarily in the eye of 

the others. Do you understand? 

Q: So if it is your expectation, I guess I don't quite understand ..  

K- It's desire of emotion. 

Q: Okay, if that is what you desire.  

K- Yeah, desire is a point of satisfaction. In an English word we call it, craving.  (3:20).  

Q: At some point as the T progresses do you see age reversal?  

K- We don't see age reversal. It is possible, but it is being at the soul that you can live 

the span of time. We don't expect when you are 60 to be shown 16. You still can do, 

regenerate, but   allow the cells at that age to be. But how can you tell your 

granddaughter, you are a (grandmother) when you are younger than your own 

granddaughter. It's a accept the ?? of reality is another point.  

 

At the time of creation, as Messengers of Creator, we have the opportunity, and we use 

this to manifest ourselves in different ages and D, and we can do that. We stay on this 

planet for thousands of years, and we go from one cycle to another, according to where 

we manifest ourselves. We take the shape and image, of the presence and the position. 

So it is possible, I can regenerate myself many times at age of, new born till the ago of 

hundred, then take shape in another D, and another new born. We have done many 

times. So it is possible, but you have to understand the desire and the purpose. 

Q: Okay, say once it is, and you say were 80 years old and you want to be 30 again, you 

still retain all the knowledge and everything you have up until that point, correct?  

K- I was explaining to one of the KS, I even remember where I slept,  (3:22). and where 

I was, and how long I spent in deserts waiting, and what condition, and what did I see. 

In the process of time, when you choose the position of what we call the STM, to exist 

within the D of the physicality of the planet, you carry the whole memory. As I said, 

many times, tomorrow is what we call the New Year, and we had the Christmas, and we 

come into the Easter, I said many times, I even feel the hammering of the nail. And then 

you remember the beheading of the head, because we have seen and we felt the bullet 



going through the body at the time of ?? parsadent. You live the full cycle with the full 

memory, and many of it brings pain.  

Q: Oh, okay… wow! 

Yeah, it is definitely a whole new way of looking at things, of opening up of 

consciousness, and thinking just how this works. I didn't realize, I mean I knew there 

was a lot to it, I just didn't realize the approach, and it is absolutely incredible.  

K- It is what we call … you call it the RNA, we call it memory bank of the STM. The 

soul stays the same in different condition of physicality, it's manifested in different D. 

This is what, because we do it so often and so normal to us. In many teachings I 

explained, when your soul arrives at the position, then it decides what shape and color 

in respect to its position, to manifest itself.  (3:24). If you appear on Moon and trying to 

breath the O which is not there you don't survive, but your soul adopts to the 

environment how we can get the energy to live because, breathing is a way of absorbing 

energy from the environment. What kind of energies can you absorb from moon that 

guarantees the survival of the physicality and the life of the soul. So we carry memory 

in respect to the position and time of the manifestation. And this is what we do as 

messengers of the U. There is no time and space, we just change our position according 

to the environment and manifestation of time. This is why you see in many of the holy 

books they tell you how, and where, and when the promised one will appear. Because 

it's them, it's the same soul, it's my soul which says, this is how it will be. So I arrange it 

to be there when it arrives because I promised and I show it. This is when we explain 

the creation of time and the presence and position, that's how it is done. We plan it, and 

then we deliver. It's just you say, I make you a cup of tea, and it will be Earl Grey Tea, 

because I decide, that it will be a cup of tea, and it will be Earl Grey, so I make it that 

way by the time you come home. We do the same, because with us it's the same soul, 

promises I will be there at that time and that will be it. So as I promise I deliver, because 

I make it. I have the time of 2,000 years, you don't, so he ?? appears, as the promised 

one. It's the same soul delivering what he said. It's the same, when we say something, 

we don't lie, we just leave for the time and the position,  (3:26). for it to be delivered 

according to the time and the space. But for man, expects to see it tomorrow.  

Q: So it was the planning stage prior to birth and all that. But while we are here on 

earth, I don't know if it is a meditative or prayer state, or dreamlike state, if we can go 

into it with intention, we can alter it, as a way of more planning, correct?  

K- Intention is a desire, it's what I want. So what you want, if it is correct you can 

manage to do it. I want somebody to love who is this, and this and this, and because I 

expect that, my condition, I find the one I want. You know go to, you look for an 

animal, I want a cat which is this, or a dog which is this, this, and I go to as many 

kennels until I find the one I want. Or a car, it's the same, desire.  

Q: It's all that intention, .. it's about the desire, craving, that you go into it with what you 

desire, you crave. What it is that you want…? 

K- It's a shopping list of desires. If you look at it.  

But the thing is do you have the ability to meet the desire. I would like to have a Rolls 

Royce, but I don't have the money in my pocket. Do I build a business that can give me 

millions to buy a RR, or I rob a bank. I desire it and I find a way to create it. It's the 

same way, but at the level of the soul, we cannot. 

We promised the change, and the change will come because we organize it the way it is. 

But we cannot steal from the souls.  (3:28). We encourage the souls to collaborate, to 

cooperate. We'll find a point of collaboration and working, be it in creation of a child, 

be it in creation of a nation, the planet, or U.  



Q: Okay, that makes perfect sense, I understand now. Now it will be the perfect way to 

explain it to my family  .. thank you so much. 

K- I hope so.   I wish you the best for your mom and dad.  and Happy New Year. 

 

Many of will spend for the first time New Year alone, as the lockdowns by the 

governments enforcing new conditions come into operation. It will be the first time 

mankind will not be able to get together to celebrate the birth of the Christ. As what 

happened last week and the coming of the New Year tomorrow. And this might be a 

point for contemplation, does the man need to have a companion in the depth of the 

space. Or do we become as we are tonight, celebrating the N Year, "the last man 

standing." Today, as what we believe, and what we'll see to be the creator of the next 

generation of life. In a way, this virus has brought many new realization to man, and in 

a way, and in a way the mankind has become a passenger of this spaceship of the Earth.  

(3:30). in the D of the U, and now we are learning how, as "a last man," to handle the 

viruses, as "a last man," how we contemplate to exist and celebrate the memories of 

being on earth, while we are isolated. In many western countries tonight, they cannot 

meet anyone but their own family, most of them on their own as it is forbidden, as we 

actually become individual people, in the spaceship of earth, confined to space and 

dimensions that we cannot interact. Maybe this is the first time man gets the true feeling 

of spaceman, locked down with a conditions, and how as "a last man standing," we 

survive, we live, we celebrate a time, being, and having time to be with each other. 

Enjoy, those of you who are believers in the path of Christ and celebration of the New 

Year.   

I wonder if any government will carry on with the lighting and celebration the way they 

used to, or as we have seen in some of the cities a meager 1 light or 1 statue, 

symbolizing the coming of the New Year, and Christmas.  

In so many ways, we have entered a true age of space, and space T and in interaction in 

the life of the U. The virus and its ?? and solitude, and singleness, to see if we survive it.  

Let's see. Shall we call it a day.  (3:32).  

Q: You taught we were to sweat 99% and 1% of inspiration. I now believe that K T is 

the other way around, 99% knowledge, and 1% 

K- and no sweat ..  

K- Plasmas do not sweat that's for sure.  

Happy New Year.  

 

R:  361 KSW .. 

END 

  

 


